INSTRUCTIONS - AGC1 – Adjustable Gun Cradle Kit – Fits all Idleback Chairs
Take advantage! With this system you can use your Chair for Spotting Scope, Camera and Binos! Using the Quick Release System
To fit AGC1 to this
version you need to
remove the large
bracket as well

Take GC off
leaving ‘U’
bracket

AGC1

Both versions, leave
the ‘U’ bracket
attached to chair

ORIGINAL CHAIR WITH OFF-SET BACK

AGC1 – ADJUSTABLE GUN CRADLE KIT

1. Take off the original
Gun Cradle.
You will need a 13mm
spanner.
Lever Catch

Cradle Adjustment: The two halves of the cradle mate together quite solid for obvious reasons.
Slacken the Lock Lever, you may need both hands to open the jaws.
With the rifle forend in the cradle squeeze the jaws together until they hold the forend to your liking, then re-lock the
lever. It’s as easy as that!
If you want to change the height of the Gun Cradle, undo the collars with the 3mm hex key and adjust to your
preference. NOTE: secure one of the collars first, then squeeze other collar until it sandwiches the bracket tightly, then
lock that collar in place. If the cradle rocks! It means you haven’t squeezed them together tight enough, so undo one of
the collars, apply more pressure then re-tighten the grub screw. If done correctly it will not rock but will still rotate.
“I have several different rifles but typically use one of them most of the time, so the cradle stays set for that rifle!
Obviously if I use a different rifle I simply reset the Gun Cradle Jaws to that rifle”.

4. Open the Lever
Catch to release the
QR base from the QR
plate.
Note the relationship
between base and
plate.

10. The direction on the
cradle is best set when sat
on the chair with the rifle, to
suit l/h r/h and shooting
style for your comfort.
Lock in place with the
screw as shown.

7. This shows the final
position of the QR
base when fitted.
You will need a 9/16”15mm spanner
It needs to be tight!

Min. 45mm to Max. 65mm adjustment
2. Enlarge the hole in
the top of the bracket to
9.5-10mm.
De-burr the hole.

3. Unscrew the 3/8” bolt
from the underside of
the quick release base

5. Insert the 3/8” bolt
through the hole in the
bracket so the threads
are pointing upwards.

6. Screw the QR base
to the bolt to secure it
to the bracket.

8. With the Lever
Catch on the QR base
pointing outward –
insert the QR plate into
the base.
The Lever will
automatically close.
9. DONE!
Push the Lever home
so there is no
movement.

Lock Lever

With AGC1 you can now
use your chair for binos,
spotting scope and camera!
Simply detach the Gun
Cradle from the QR base,
buy additional QR plate,
attach the plate to the
optic, attach to QR base
and away you go! Simple!

11. Slacken the Lock Lever
to enable you to open the
jaws of the gun cradle. See
Cradle Adjustment above.
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